How We Roll: Study Shows We're More Lone Wolves Than
Team Players
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What credo would you choose: “Share and share alike?” or “To each his own”? The choice doesn’t
relate only to material goods or socialism versus capitalism. It can also reflect attitudes about how we
solve our collective problems, such as affordable access to health care or threats from climate change.
Despite the existence of shared resources in our lives—water, air, land, tax dollars—some people will lean
into a go-it-alone approach, with each individual deciding for themselves what’s best. Others will look
to group decision-making. What’s the tipping point for shifting from maverick to team player?
Researchers at Leiden University, the Netherlands, addressed that question using a computer game in
which students had to decide whether to use a set of virtual resources to solve a problem individually or
collectively. The investigators found that these study participants had a “remarkable tendency” to waste
resources for the sake of an independent solution rather than efficiently using what in the social sciences
is referred to as “the commons.” The study results were published April 17 in Science Advances.
The choice to follow the loner track even if it means wasted resources probably sounds familiar. Such
useless waste, a “tragedy of the commons,” as the authors call it, is one that societies face in all kinds of
situations. Study author Jörg Gross, assistant professor at Leiden University’s Institute of Psychology,
cites several examples of real-world problems from modern life that inspired the study, including use of
public versus private transportation. After all, almost everyone needs to get from Location A to Location
B. Rather than create universal public transit solutions, though, people more often turn to using private
vehicles.
The cultural aspect of these findings stands out, says Michael Varnum, assistant professor of psychology
at Arizona State University, who was not involved in the study. “That these students live in the
Netherlands is interesting,” he says, because Dutch society has a solid social safety net with good
infrastructure, public health care and education. “I would guess that the effects observed in the present
studies might be more pronounced in societies that have greater levels of income inequality and less
generous public benefits, such as the U.S.”
To observe these effects, Gross and co-author Carsten K.W. De Dreu, who is affiliated with both Leiden
University and the University of Amsterdam, split up 160 participants into 40 groups of four people
each. The groups faced a simulated problem that they could solve by committing sufficient resources to
it individually or as a community. Participants, each given 100 resource points to start, could put their
virtual resources into either a personal pool or a shared pool.
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